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Name:                                           My Language Homework – Q1:8               Date: 
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday 

Color –in words blue. 
Color –ill words green. 

spin    grill   still 

pill     pin      tin 

win    hill   skin 

Write the –in word. 
 

p___ ___ 

Write the –ill word. 
 

w___ ___ 

Write a sentence with –in 
words. 

 
_____________________

_____________________ 

Color –am words blue. 
Color –ad words green. 

sham   bad    clad 

mad  yam   swam 

pad    clam    dad 

Write your own  
-am and -ad words. 

 
_____________________ 

 
 

_____________________ 

Color –ack words blue. 
Color –ap words green. 

flap  black   rack 

map    back    rap 

hack   tap   snap 

Write your own  
-ack and -ap words. 

 
_____________________ 

 
 

_____________________ 

Circle the words that 
are birds. 

 
swan      wolf    

 

fish  goose  worm 
 

duck   girl 

Circle the picture that 
matches the word.    

                   
I have a bow in 

my hair. 

Circle the word that 
completes the sentence. 

write    right 

       
I am going to 

_____ a story. 

Draw a line to match the 
homophones. 

 

sun         flew 

tee          son 

flu           tea 
Alphabetical Order. 

clap    bad   feel 

1. __________________ 

2. __________________ 

3. __________________ 

Alphabetical Order. 
good    pad   take 

1. __________________ 

2. __________________ 

3. __________________ 

Circle the word after dig. 
 

 

Write the definition of 
drop. 

 
___________________

___________________ 

Circle the common noun. 
 

Walmart 
     

store 

Circle the proper noun. 
 

juice 
 

Juicy Juice 

Circle the common noun. 
 

Emma 
 

girl 

Circle the proper noun. 
 

game 
 

Candyland 
Circle the possessive 

noun. 
 
 

Joey’s ball is blue. 

Write the possessive 
noun. 

 

 
The ____________ball 

Circle the possessive 
noun. 

 
 

The boy’s pen is 
broken. 

Write the possessive 
noun. 

 
 
The ____________bow. 
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My Work 
Monday 

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________ 

 

Tuesday 
__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________ 

 

Wednesday 
__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________ 

 

Thursday 
__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________ 

 

My Progress 
MONDAY 

Out of _____ 

questions, I got 

______ correct. 

TUESDAY 

Out of _____ 

questions, I got 

______ correct. 

WEDNESDAY 

Out of _____ 

questions, I got 

______ correct. 

THURSDAY 

Out of _____ 

questions, I got 

______ correct. 
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Answer Key - My Language Homework – Q1:8 
 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday 
Color –in words blue. 

Color –ill words green. 
spin    grill   still 

pill     pin      tin 

win    hill   skin 

Write the –in word. 
 

pin 

Write the –ill word. 
 

will 
Write a sentence with –in 

words. 
 

Answers will vary. 

Color –am words blue. 
Color –ad words green. 

sham   bad    clad 

mad  yam   swam 

pad    clam    dad 

Write your own  
-am and -ad words. 

 
Answers will vary. 

Color –ack words blue. 
Color –ap words green. 

flap  black   rack 

map    back    rap 

hack   tap   snap 

Write your own  
-ack and -ap words. 

 
Answers will vary. 

Circle the words that 
are birds. 

 
swan      wolf    

 

fish  goose  worm 
 

duck   girl 

Circle the picture that 
matches the word.    

                   
I have a bow in 

my hair. 

Circle the word that 
completes the sentence. 

write    right 

       
I am going to 

_____ a story. 

Draw a line to match the 
homophones. 

 

sun         flew 

tee          son 

flu           tea 
Alphabetical Order. 
clap    bad   feel 

1. bad 
2. clap 
3. feel 

Alphabetical Order. 
good    pad   take 

1. good 
2. pad 
3. take 

Circle the word after dig. 
 

 

Write the definition of 
drop. 

 

to fall 

Circle the common noun. 
 

Walmart 
     

store 

Circle the proper noun. 
 

juice 
 

Juicy Juice 

Circle the common noun. 
 

Emma 
 

girl 

Circle the proper noun. 
 

game 
 

Candyland 
Circle the possessive 

noun. 
 
 

Joey’s ball is blue. 

Write the possessive 
noun. 

 
 

The dog’s ball 

Circle the possessive 
noun. 

 
 

The boy’s pen is 
broken. 

Write the possessive 
noun. 

 
 

The girl’s bow. 


